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Gabob Unveils Official Game Trailer for Now Boarding
Published on 11/06/08
Gabob LLC has released the game trailer for Now Boarding, an action-tycoon game. The
trailer offers a brief introduction to the gameplay in Now Boarding. Featuring the
frenetic pace of time-management and the intriguing choices of building and running a
successful airport. In Now Boarding, passengers must get to various destinations before
they freak out.
Olive Hill, KY - Gabob LLC, an independent game developer, has released the game trailer
for Now Boarding, an action-tycoon game. The trailer offers a brief introduction to the
gameplay in Now Boarding. Featuring the frenetic pace of time-management and the
intriguing choices of building and running a successful airport.
In Now Boarding, passengers must get to various destinations before they freak out. The
player renovates the terminal, adding restaurants and shops to keep passengers pacified.
Purchasing larger and exotic aircraft increases the capacity of passengers that can be
delivered. Expanding to new cities adds customers, giving the player more income, but
also magnifies complexity. Hiring employees to take over some tasks is critical in order
to handle the increasing load. Through the player's career they can expand the airline
across the US and Europe.
The game showcases an innovative 'pickup-and-deliver' gameplay, which rewards clever
planning by not getting backed up! There are diverse set of modes and achievements to
unlock. The game sports a distinct retro look and a groovy soundtrack.
Requirements:
* Runs on Windows, Mac and Linux
* 1 Ghz CPU 128MB RAM
* 11 MB Hard Drive Space
* Uses Adobe's groundbreaking AIR platform
Pricing and Availability:
Now Boarding is $16.99 (USD) as digital download purchase. Free demo available. A trailer
is available. The trailer is embeddable in any website courtesy of WeGame.
Now Boarding:
http://www.nowboarding.us
Purchase Now Boarding:
http://www.nowboarding.us/purchase.php
Screenshots:
http://www.nowboarding.us/screenshots.php
Trailer Embed:
http://www.wegame.com/

Gabob LLC is an independent game studio based in Olive Hill, Kentucky. Dedicated to making
fun and innovative games that do more than just entertain. They also strive to bridge the
gap between hardcore and casual audiences. Innovation is through mashing up existing
genres to create new experiences and inventing new gameplay mechanics that are wholly
new.
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